How to get to Montmartre Funicular Paris

Transport map showing metro lines, night and day buses with connections for the Montmartre Funicular in Paris France

Montmartre Funicular public transport options
Including direct button links for the latest detailed maps and timetables on each line showing stops and connections

Paris Metro lines for Montmartre Funicular

- Buses for Montmartre Funicular
  - Daytime buses
    - Line 40
    - Line 54
    - Line 85
  - Noctilien night buses
    - Line N01
    - Line N02

Paris sightseeing tour buses

Montmartre Funicular related information

Map scale:
Public transport stops range from around 10m to 550m walking distance from the Montmartre Funicular

Related Paris transport maps
- Paris Metro Maps
- City Airport shuttle services
- CDG Airport shuttle services
- RER train lines
- Paris tramway lines
- Paris buses